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ABSTRACT
We present new observations of Lyman-α (Lyα) Blob 1 (LAB1) in the SSA22 protocluster region (z = 3.09) using the
Keck Cosmic Web Imager (KCWI) and the Keck Multi-object Spectrometer for Infrared Exploration (MOSFIRE). By
applying matched filtering to the KCWI datacube, we have created a narrow-band Lyα image and identified several
prominent features. By comparing the spatial distributions and intensities of Lyα and Hβ, we find that recombination
of photo-ionized H I gas followed by resonant scattering is sufficient to explain all the observed Lyα/Hβ ratios. We
further decode the spatially-resolved Lyα profiles using both moment maps and Monte-Carlo radiative transfer (MCRT)
modeling. By fitting a set of multiphase, ‘clumpy’ models to the observed Lyα profiles, we are able to reasonably
constrain many parameters, namely the H I number density in the inter-clump medium (ICM), the cloud volume filling
factor, the random velocity and outflow velocity of the clumps, the H I outflow velocity of the ICM and the local systemic
redshift. Our model has successfully reproduced the diverse Lyαmorphologies at different locations, and the main results
are: (1) The observed Lyα spectra require relatively few clumps per line-of-sight as they have significant fluxes at the
line center; (2) The velocity dispersion of the clumps yields a significant broadening of the spectra as observed; (3) The
clump bulk outflow can also cause additional broadening if the H I in the ICM is optically thick; (4) The H I in the ICM
is responsible for the absorption feature close to the Lyα line center.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Lyα Blobs (LABs) – spatially extended (projected sizes& 100 kpc)
gaseous nebulae at high redshift (z & 2) with immense Lyα lumi-
nosities (LLyα ∼ 1043−44 erg s−1) – are among the most enigmatic
and intriguing objects in the universe. To date, hundreds of LABs
have been discovered (e.g., Francis et al. 1996; Fynbo et al. 1999;
Keel et al. 1999; Steidel et al. 2000; Matsuda et al. 2004, 2011;
Dey et al. 2005; Saito et al. 2006; Smith & Jarvis 2007; Hennawi
et al. 2009; Ouchi et al. 2009; Prescott et al. 2009, 2012; Erb et al.
2011; Cai et al. 2017), yet their physical origin remains murky.
Many of the LABs have been found in overdense regions associated
with massive proto-clusters, which will presumably evolve into rich
galaxy clusters observed today (e.g., Steidel et al. 1998; Prescott
et al. 2008; Yang et al. 2009, 2010; Hine et al. 2016). Hence, the
study of LABs may elucidate the formation process of massive
galaxies and the mechanisms of concurrent feedback events.
What are the possible energy sources that power the observed
Lyα emission of LABs? Thus far, numerous attempts have been
made to answer this fundamental question, but a consensus is yet to
be reached. Among many proposed scenarios, one of the most plau-
sible Lyα production mechanisms is photo-ionization via embed-
ded energetic sources (e.g., starburst galaxies or AGNs) followed by
subsequent recombination (Haiman & Rees 2001; Cantalupo et al.
2005, 2014). This scenario has been corroborated by the discov-
ery of luminous galaxies and AGNs (Chapman et al. 2001; Dey
et al. 2005; Geach et al. 2005, 2007, 2009; Colbert et al. 2006;
Webb et al. 2009) inside some LABs via infrared and submillime-
ter observations. If the ionizing sources are starbursts, supernova-
induced energetic winds may be triggered (Heckman et al. 1990;
Taniguchi & Shioya 2000; Taniguchi et al. 2001; Mori et al. 2004),
producing outflowing super-bubbles and additional Lyα emission
via shock heating. Evidence for the existence of such ‘superwinds’
includes the observed double-peaked Lyα profiles (Ohyama et al.
2003) and bubble-like structures (Matsuda et al. 2004). Alterna-
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tively, Lyα emission can originate from cooling radiation via ac-
cretion of cold gas streams in dark matter halos onto protogalaxies
(Haiman et al. 2000; Fardal et al. 2001; Furlanetto et al. 2005; Dijk-
stra et al. 2006a,b; Goerdt et al. 2010; Faucher-Giguère et al. 2010;
Rosdahl & Blaizot 2012). This explanation is especially favored for
LABs with no or only weak associated energy sources identified
even with deep multi-wavelength observations (Nilsson et al. 2006;
Smith & Jarvis 2007; Saito et al. 2008; Smith et al. 2008). In either
case, a substantial fraction of the Lyα photons will be resonantly
scattered multiple times before escape (Steidel et al. 2010, 2011),
although the ‘cold accretion’ scenario is supposed to induce a lower
degree of polarization due to a lower chance of scattering from the
inside out (Dijkstra & Loeb 2009; Hayes et al. 2011; Trebitsch et al.
2016; Eide et al. 2018).
In this paper, we present new observations and analyses of one
of the first LABs ever discovered, SSA22-Blob1 (LAB1, Steidel
et al. 2000). LAB1 is one of the brightest and largest LABs discov-
ered to date, with a Lyα luminosity of ∼ 1.1× 1044 erg s−1 (Weij-
mans et al. 2010) and a spatial extent of ∼ 100 kpc (Matsuda et al.
2004). Since its discovery, LAB1 has been studied extensively, at
wavelengths including X-ray (Geach et al. 2009), optical (Ohyama
et al. 2003; Bower et al. 2004; Weijmans et al. 2010), infrared (IR,
Uchimoto et al. 2008, 2012; Webb et al. 2009) and submillime-
ter (submm, Geach et al. 2005; Matsuda et al. 2007; Geach et al.
2014; Hine et al. 2016). Two Lyman-break galaxies (LBG), C11
and C15 (Steidel et al. 2000, 2003; Matsuda et al. 2004), and mul-
tiple dust-obscured star-forming galaxies (Geach et al. 2007, 2014,
2016) have been identified within LAB1. However, X-ray obser-
vations yield non-detections, indicating the absence of (Compton-
thin) AGNs (Geach et al. 2009).
To determine the principle energy source(s) powering LAB1,
three main approaches have been adopted: the first is to infer the gas
kinematics (e.g., inflows v.s. outflows) from the observed properties
of Lyα as well as other non-resonant emission lines (e.g., [O III],
Hα, Hβ). For example, Bower et al. (2004) and Weijmans et al.
(2010) measured a velocity shear of the Lyα emission from C11 and
C15 using integral-field spectroscopy, which suggests the presence
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of outflows. On the other hand, McLinden et al. (2013) reported a
nearly zero velocity offset between Lyα and [O III] in C11 and C15,
which they interpreted as an absence of strong outflows. An alter-
native approach is to compare the available energy budget of possi-
ble energy sources with the observed Lyα emission. For example,
Geach et al. (2016) deduced the IR luminosities and corresponding
star formation rate (SFR, ∼ 150M yr−1) of the embedded sources
from their 850µm flux density measured with ALMA, and found
that this energy budget is sufficient to power the observed Lyα lu-
minosity. However, as it is difficult to independently constrain the
fraction of Lyα photons that escape from the galaxy and scatter into
our line of sight, additional energy sources (e.g., cold accretion)
cannot be ruled out entirely (Geach et al. 2014; Hine et al. 2016).
Thirdly, Hayes et al. (2011) and Beck et al. (2016) have measured
polarized Lyα emission using polarimetric imaging. Although they
claimed that this result should be strongly supportive of a ‘central
powering + scattering’ model, Trebitsch et al. (2016) pointed out
that the scattering inside the cold filaments in the ‘cold accretion’
scenario could still account for the degree of polarization observed.
In this paper, we use an advanced kinematic approach to fur-
ther test the feasibility of the ‘central powering + scattering’ sce-
nario. The traditional kinematic approach – inferring the under-
lying gas velocity field from the observed peak shifts and line
widths (e.g., McLinden et al. 2013) is worth scrutinizing, as res-
onant scattering may modify the line profiles in a very complex
way. Instead, we model the Lyα profiles using Monte-Carlo ra-
diative transfer (MCRT). Due to its computationally expensive na-
ture, Lyα MCRT modeling normally assumes a simple, idealized
geometry, e.g., a spherically symmetric expanding shell of H I gas
surrounding a central Lyα emitting source (the ‘shell model’, Ver-
hamme et al. 2006; Dijkstra et al. 2006b). This simple model has
successfully reproduced many observed Lyα spectra (e.g., Schaerer
& Verhamme 2008; Verhamme et al. 2008; Dessauges-Zavadsky
et al. 2010; Vanzella et al. 2010; Gronke 2017), although it has also
encountered some challenges for those with multiple peaks (Ver-
hamme et al. 2008; Kulas et al. 2012; Rivera-Thorsen et al. 2017)
or very large line widths (Hashimoto et al. 2015; Yang et al. 2016,
2017; Orlitová et al. 2018). Moreover, recent observations have
shown increasing evidence that the circumgalactic medium (CGM),
just like the interstellar medium (ISM), is multiphase and clumpy
(e.g., the Lyα emission and metal absorption line observations of
high-redshift quasars (Cantalupo et al. 2014; Hennawi et al. 2015)),
which is further corroborated by simulations with increased spatial
resolution (e.g., Hummels et al. 2019). Therefore, a more realistic
model that accounts for the multiphase nature and clumpy geome-
try of H I gas is needed to properly characterize the radiative transfer
processes of Lyα photons.
Up to now, this multiphase ‘clumpy’ model has been explored
theoretically via both semi-analytical calculations (Neufeld 1991)
and Monte-Carlo simulations (Hansen & Oh 2006; Dijkstra &
Kramer 2012; Laursen et al. 2013; Gronke et al. 2016). However,
due to its complex and multivariate nature, the multiphase ‘clumpy’
model has not been widely used in fitting real Lyα spectra (albeit
the first attempt made in Forero-Romero et al. 2018). In this work,
we use the framework proposed by Gronke et al. (2016) to model
the spatially-resolved Lyα spectra in LAB1.
In addition to the Lyα observations in the optical (rest-frame
UV) using the Keck Cosmic Web Imager (KCWI; Martin et al.
2010; Morrissey et al. 2012), we have carried out near-infrared
(NIR, rest-frame optical) spectroscopic observations using the Keck
Multi-object Spectrometer for Infrared Exploration (MOSFIRE;
McLean et al. 2010, 2012). By comparing the spatial distribution
of Lyα, [O III] and Hβ emission and fitting Lyα line profiles, we
map the kinematic structure of H I in LAB1 and constrain its possi-
ble powering mechanism(s).
The structure of this paper is as follows. In §2, we describe
our KCWI and MOSFIRE observations and data reduction proce-
dures. In §3, we present our new observational results and analyses.
In §4, we detail the methodology and present our results of radia-
tive transfer modeling using the multiphase, clumpy model. In §5,
we summarize and conclude. Throughout this paper we adopt a flat
ΛCDM cosmology with Ωm = 0.315, ΩΛ = 0.685, and H0 = 67.4 km
s−1 Mpc−1 (Planck Collaboration et al. 2018). We use the following
vacuum wavelengths: 1215.67 Å for Lyα, 4862.683 Å for Hβ, and
4960.295/5008.240 Å for [O III] from the Atomic Line List v2.041.
2 OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION
2.1 KCWI Observations
The KCWI observations of LAB1 were carried out on the night of
2018 June 16, with a seeing of ∼ 1.0′′ full width at half maximum
(FWHM). We used the KCWI large slicer, which provides a con-
tiguous field-of-view of 20.4′′ (slice length) × 33′′ (24 × 1.35′′
slice width). With the BM VPH grating set up for λc = 4800Å, the
wavelength coverage is ∼ 4260 - 5330 Å, with spectral resolution
R' 1800−2200. The data were obtained as 9 individual 1200 s ex-
posures, with small telescope offsets in the direction perpendicular
to slices applied between each, in an effort to recover some spatial
resolution given the relatively large slice width. The total on-source
exposure time was 3 hours.
Individual exposures were reduced using the KCWI Data Re-
duction Pipeline2, which includes wavelength calibration, atmo-
spheric refraction correction, background subtraction, and flux cal-
ibration. The individual datacubes were then spatially re-sampled
onto a uniform astrometric grid with 0.3′′ by 0.3′′ spaxels, with
a sampling of 0.5 Å pix−1 (4.75 pixels per spectral resolution el-
ement) along the wavelength axis, using a variant of the ‘drizzle’
algorithm (with a drizzle factor of 0.9) in the MONTAGE3 pack-
age. The re-sampled cubes were then combined into a final stacked
cube by averaging with exposure time weighting. Owing to the
coarser spatial sampling in the long dimension of the spatial cube,
the PSF in the final datacube is elongated along the N-S direction,
with FWHM' 0.96′′×1.44′′ (X-direction and Y-direction, respec-
tively).
The resampled final datacube covers a scientifically useful
solid angle of 18.9′′ × 32.7′′ on the sky, and a wavelength range
(vacuum, heliocentric) of 4214 - 5243 Å. A variance image with
the same dimensions was created by propagating errors based on a
noise model throughout the data reduction.
2.2 MOSFIRE Observations
We observed selected regions of LAB1, chosen to include the high-
est Lyα surface brightness areas as determined from a very deep
narrow-band Lyα image (see Steidel et al. 2011; Nestor et al. 2011)
using MOSFIRE (McLean et al. 2010, 2012; Steidel et al. 2014) on
the Keck I telescope. Spectra in the near-IR K band (1.95 - 2.40µm)
were obtained using four different slitmasks, each of which in-
cluded a slit passing through part of LAB1 with a different RA,
Dec, and position angle (PA). The four slits are labeled as ‘slit 1’
through ‘slit 4’ in Figure 1, and the observations are summarised in
Table 1. Slits 1 - 3 were obtained using slits of width 0.7′′, provid-
ing spectral resolving power of R' 3700; slit 4 observations used a
1.0′′ wide slit, yielding R ' 2600. The observations were obtained
1 http://www.pa.uky.edu/∼peter/atomic/index.html
2 https://github.com/Keck-DataReductionPipelines/KcwiDRP
3 http://montage.ipac.caltech.edu
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Table 1. MOSFIRE K-band observations of LAB1.
Name Width R PA Exp Seeing Date of Obs Nod
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
Slit 1 0.7 3660 −68.0 4.0 0.50 2012 Sep15 3.0
Slit 2 0.7 3660 −3.5 1.5 0.43 2012 Jun30 3.0
Slit 3 0.7 3660 27.0 1.5 0.52 2012 Sep13 3.0
Slit 4 1.0 2560 −54.0 2.5 0.53 2019 Jun15 15.0
Notes. The details of the MOSFIRE K-band observations of LAB1. The columns are: (1) slit
name; (2) slit width (′′); (3) resolving power (λ/∆λ); (4) slit PA (degrees E of N); (5) exposure
time in hours; (6) seeing FWHM (′′); (7) UT date of observation; (8) nod amplitude between A
and B positions (′′).
Table 2. Continuum sources identified in LAB1.
Name RA (J2000) Dec (J2000) zsys Type Refs.
C11a 22:17:25.70 +00:12:34.7 3.0980 [O III] (1)(2)
C15a 22:17:26.15 +00:12:54.7 3.0975 [O III] (1)(2)
ALMA-a 22:17:25.94 +00:12:36.6 ... ... (3)
ALMA-b 22:17:26.01 +00:12:36.4 ... ... (3)
ALMA-c 22:17:26.11 +00:12:32.4 3.1000±0.0003 [C II] (5)
22:17:26.10 +00:12:32.3 3.0993±0.0004 [O III] (3)
K1 22:17:25.70 +00:12:38.7 3.1007±0.0002 [O III] (4)
c1 22:17:25.94 +00:12:36.0 3.0988 [O III] (1)
c2/S1 22:17:26.08 +00:12:34.2 3.0968 [O III] (1)(3)
c3 22:17:26.05 +00:12:38.7 2.7542 Lyα (1)
aOriginally defined in Steidel et al. (2000).
References. (1) This work; (2) McLinden et al. (2013); (3) Geach et al. (2016); (4) Kubo et al.
(2015); (5) Umehata et al. (2017).
during four different observing runs between 2012 June and 2019
November, under clear skies with seeing in the range 0.43′′ - 0.53′′,
as summarised in Table 1.
The MOSFIRE K band observations (slit 1 was also observed
in H band) were all obtained using an ABAB nod pattern along the
slit direction with nod amplitude of 3′′ between position A and po-
sition B for slits 1, 2, and 3, and 15′′ for slit 4. Total integration
times were 1.5 - 4.0 hours, as listed in Table 1, composed of 30
- 80 individual 180 s exposures. The data for each observation se-
quence were reduced using the MOSFIRE data reduction pipeline4
to produce two-dimensional, rectified, background-subtracted vac-
uum wavelength calibrated spectrograms (see Steidel et al. 2014 for
details). Observations obtained on different observing nights using
the same slitmask were reduced independently; the 2-D spectro-
grams were shifted into the heliocentric rest frame and combined
with inverse variance weighting using tasks in the MOSPEC (Strom
et al. 2017) analysis package.
3 THE GAS KINEMATIC STRUCTURE OF LAB1
3.1 Spatial Distribution of Lyα Emission
To get an overview of the Lyα surface brightness (SB) distribution
in LAB1, we first generate a Lyα narrow-band image by optimally
summing all the Lyα fluxes over the relevant wavelength range.
Here we follow the ‘matched filtering’ procedures for creating a
narrow-band image (Herenz et al. 2020) using LSDCat (Herenz &
Wisotzki 2017). Firstly, we apply spatial filtering to the continuum-
subtracted KCWI datacube using a 2D Gaussian filter with a con-
stant 1.2′′ FWHM, which equals the seeing point spread function
(PSF) measured from a bright star in the SSA22 field. Secondly,
we apply a 1D Gaussian spectral filter with FWHM = 1000 km s−1,
which is the typical observed Lyα line width estimated via visual
inspection. Thirdly, we use this filtered datacube to generate a S/N
cube. We can then choose appropriate S/N thresholds for the filtered
datacube to produce SB and moment maps (see Section 3.3).
In the left panel of Figure 1, we present our narrow-band Lyα
4 https://github.com/Keck-DataReductionPipelines/MosfireDRP
image. It is constructed by summing over all the voxels of the fil-
tered datacube with S/N ≥ 4 over 4959 – 5009 Å, which should
enclose all possible Lyα emission. To further examine whether the
Lyα emission coincides with the identified sources, we also present
the HST/STIS optical continuum image of LAB15.
We have also marked the positions of previously identified
sources on each image as references. Among these sources, C11
and C15 are both LBGs (Steidel et al. 2000); ALMA-a, b and c
are three submillimeter galaxies (Geach et al. 2016); K1 is a K-
band selected galaxy (Kubo et al. 2015); c1 and c2 (the same as S1
in Geach et al. 2016) are two [O III] serendipitous sources; c3 is
a Lyα serendipitous source at a lower redshift (z = 2.7542). The
detailed information (especially spectroscopic redshifts, if avail-
able) of all the identified sources are presented in Table 2. The
Lyα isophotes (contours with the same SB) with levels of SBLyα
= [120, 80, 40, 15, 4]×10−19 erg s−1 cm−2 arcsec−2 have also been
overlaid onto each image.
Several prominent features are evident in Figure 1: (1) In gen-
eral, the regions with the highest SB are associated with identi-
fied sources (e.g., C11, C15 and ALMA-a), although the position
of the maximum Lyα SB may be offset from the continuum source
(e.g., C15); (2) An exception worth noting is a tadpole-shaped struc-
ture, which starts from the ALMA-ab sources, wriggles towards
the north-west first and then north-east. Interestingly, although the
‘head’ of the tadpole overlaps with ALMA-a, its ‘tail’ does not
overlap with any source; (3) The regions with identified contin-
uum sources do not necessarily have significant Lyα emission (e.g.,
ALMA-c, c2, K1).
3.2 Spatial Distribution of [O III] and Hβ Emission
To test whether the extended Lyα emission is produced ‘in situ’ or
‘ex situ’ (the latter requires scattering), we further use MOSFIRE to
map the spatial distribution of two other non-resonant lines, [O III]
and Hβ, and quantitatively compare them with Lyα emission at the
same spatial position. The positions of the four MOSFIRE slits are
also shown in Figure 1.
Theoretically, we consider two principal scenarios of Lyα pro-
duction: (1) photo-ionization + recombination (e.g., due to star for-
mation); (2) collisional excitation + radiative de-excitation (e.g.,
due to cold accretion). For scenario 1, assuming case B recombi-
nation, we use the PyNeb package (Luridiana et al. 2015) to calcu-
late FLyα/FHβ for TH I (K) ∈ [103, 105] and ne (cm−3) ∈ [1, 104],
where TH I and ne are the kinetic temperature of the H I gas and
electron number density, respectively. For scenario 2, assuming col-
lisional ionization equilibrium, we use the ChiantiPy package
(Dere et al. 1997; Dere 2013; Dere et al. 2019) to calculate FLyα/FHβ
for the same ranges of TH I and ne as above. The derived FLyα/FHβ as
a function of TH I for both scenarios are shown in Figure 2.
Now we compare our spectroscopic data to the theoretical pre-
dictions above. For each MOSFIRE slit in Figure 1, we construct
a corresponding pseudo-slit to extract a 2D spectrum from the 3D
KCWI datacube via a 3D datacube visualization tool QFitsView
(Davies et al. 2010; Ott 2012). We then integrate the flux density
in the wavelength dimension for each line and convert it to a SB
accounting for the slit width.
In Figure 3, we show the line SB for Lyα, [O III] and Hβ along
each slit. Evidently, Lyα is not necessarily co-spatial with [O III] or
Hβ, and is usually more extended along the slit. We further calculate
F[O III]/FHβ (shown in red numbers) by integrating SBHβ and SB[O III]
along the slits for each identified source. We also calculate FLyα/FHβ
in two ways, where FLyα is calculated either by integrating SBLyα
5 The KCWI and HST/STIS images have been registered to the same world-
coordinate system using cross-correlation.
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Figure 1. Lyα and continuum images of LAB1. Left: The narrow band Lyα image, obtained by collapsing the original KCWI datacube over 4959 – 5009 Å,
which contains the Lyα line (see Section 2). The UV continuum near the wavelength of Lyα has been subtracted. Right: The HST/STIS optical continuum
image. The positions of four MOSFIRE slits (Slit 1-4), two Lyman-break galaxies (C11 and C15), three submillimeter sources (ALMA-a, b, and c), a K-band
selected galaxy (K1) and three [O III]/Lyα serendipitous sources (c1 to c3) have been marked on each image (see Table 2). The Lyα isophotes with levels of
SBLyα = [120, 80, 40, 15, 4]×10−19 erg s−1 cm−2 arcsec−2 have also been overlaid. All images have been registered to the same world-coordinate system.
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Figure 2. FLyα/FHβ as a function of the H I gas temperature TH I in the photo-
ionization (red patch) and collisional excitation (orange curve) scenarios.
Also shown are the ranges of FLyα/FHβ measured along four MOSFIRE
slits for both the restricted regions (shaded in blue slashes) and extended
regions (shaded in green slashes) (see §3.2 for the definitions of restricted
and extended regions).
over the same region as Hβ and [O III] (the ‘restricted’ region, as
indicated by solid arrows), or by integrating over the full extent of
Lyα (the ‘extended’ region, as indicated by dashed arrows). The
results are shown next to the arrows (red for F[O III]/FHβ and green
for FLyα/FHβ).
The results in Figure 2 and 3 show that: (1) For slit 1 and 2,
FLyα/FHβ are always smaller than the predicted value of scenario 1.
Considering that Lyα is subject to heavier dust extinction than Hβ,
this result suggests that scenario 1 itself is sufficient to explain the
observed FLyα/FHβ ; (2) For slit 3 and 4, we do see FLyα/FHβ ratios
(∼ 50 – 70, see Table 3) higher than that predicted by scenario 1,
but still far lower than those predicted by scenario 2 (especially in
the TH I ≥ 104 K region, where both Lyα and Hβ have been suffi-
ciently excited). Simply scenario 1 and resonant scattering are suffi-
cient to explain all the observed line ratios. Furthermore, we do not
see a significant number of Lyα profiles that have a blue dominant
peak (signature of cold accretion, see e.g., Zheng & Miralda-Escudé
2002; Dijkstra et al. 2006b; Faucher-Giguère et al. 2010) in these re-
gions. Therefore, it is highly likely that photo-ionization + recom-
bination is the main source of Lyα photons, and resonant scattering
has substantially altered their spatial and kinematic distribution.
3.3 Profiles of Lyα Emission
In this section, we investigate the variations of spatially-resolved
Lyα profiles in major emitting regions. Before proceeding, we first
use [O III] to determine the systemic redshifts of three associated
sources: C11, C15 and c1. Single Gaussian fits to the [O III] line pro-
files yield redshifts (after heliocentric corrections) z(C11) = 3.0980,
MNRAS 000, 1–14 (0000)
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Figure 3. Surface brightness distributions of Lyα (blue), [O III] (red) and Hβ (green) along four MOSFIRE slits (the leftmost panels, (a) - (d) correspond to
slits 1 - 4, respectively). For reference, the smoothed 2D spectra of Hβ (the second column) and [O III] (the third and fourth columns, for 4960 Å and 5008 Å,
respectively) are also shown. Both the observed wavelengths (λobs) and the rest-frame wavelengths (λrest, assuming z = 3.1000) are shown. The positions of
known sources are indicated with black arrows. We calculate F[O III]/FHβ (shown in red numbers) by integrating SBHβ and SB[O III] along the slits for each
identified source. We also calculate FLyα/FHβ (shown in green numbers) in two ways, where FLyα is calculated either by integrating SBLyα over the same
region as Hβ and [O III] (as indicated by solid arrows), or by integrating over the full extent of Lyα (as indicated by dashed arrows). Note that the blue regions
in the 2D spectra are negative images due to dithering.
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Table 3. Lyα, [O III] and Hβ fluxes and line ratios measured along four MOSFIRE slits.
Restricted Regions Extended Regions
Slit No. Lyα [O III] Hβ Lyα/Hβ [O III]/Hβ Lyα Lyα/Hβ
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
1 4.8 2.3 0.4 9.6 5.8 9.3 18.3
2 1.3 1.5 0.7 1.5 2.3 20.9 24.4
3 7.5 1.2 0.3 17.3 3.5 29.3 68.1
4 9.2/4.3 0.6/1.1 0.3/0.2 32.2/23.4 2.0/5.2 24.3 51.8
Notes. Lyα, [O III] and Hβ fluxes measured by integrating along the four MOSFIRE slits (see Figure 1 and Table 1 for details) and the corresponding
extracted pseudo-slits from the KCWI datacube and line ratios (Lyα/Hβ and [O III]/Hβ). The columns are: (1) the slit number (as marked in Figure 1); (2)
the Lyα flux of the restricted regions (where FLyα is calculated over the same region as Hβ and [O III], as indicated by solid arrows in Figure 3); (3) the
[O III] flux; (4) the Hβ flux; (5) the Lyα/Hβ ratio; (6) the [O III]/Hβ ratio; (7)(8) same as (2)(5), but for extended regions (where FLyα is calculated over
the full extent of Lyα, as indicated by dashed arrows in Figure 3). All fluxes are in units of 10−17 erg s−1 cm−2.
z(C15) = 3.09756 and z(c1) = 3.0988, which we adopt as fiducial
redshifts in the following analysis.
We then visualize the spatial variations of Lyα peak position
(vLyα) and line width (σLyα) by making moment maps. The first and
second flux-weighted moments are defined as:
vLyα,xy =
∑
k vxykIxyk∑
k Ixyk
(1)
σLyα,xy =
√∑
k (vxyk− vLyα,xy)2Ixyk∑
k Ixyk
(2)
where Ixyk and vxyk are the flux density and velocity (relative to a
fiducial redshift) of the kth wavelength layer at position (x,y). In
our moment analysis we fix the fiducial redshift of LAB1 at z =
3.1, and all the summations are carried out over 4959 – 5009 Å.
Before applying Eqs. (1) and (2), we filter out all the voxels with
S/N < 6 (for vLyα) or 4 (for σLyα)7. The σLyα map has been further
corrected for the KCWI instrumental line spread function (LSF), σ
= 65 km s−1.
The resulting moment maps are shown in Figure 4. The two
major Lyα emitting regions have been delineated by rectangular
boxes. We zoom in on these two regions in separate panels. By
adjusting the dynamic range, we are able to discern more subtle
structures, discussed in the following sections (§3.3.1-3.3.2).
3.3.1 Northern Region
There is only one identified source (C15) in the northern Lyα emit-
ting region. We first use a large aperture to measure the global prop-
erties of LBG C15. The global line widths of Lyα and [O III] of C15
are 250 and 64 km s−1 (corrected for LSF, σ = 65 km s−1 for KCWI
and 35 km s−1 for MOSFIRE). The global velocity offset between
Lyα and [O III] is ∆vLyα = –22 km s−1, although it varies at differ-
ent locations. This ∆vLyα is significantly smaller than the velocity
offsets observed in LBGs (Steidel et al. 2010) and LAEs (McLin-
den et al. 2011), both of which are& 300 km s−1 and are interpreted
as signs of outflows. Nevertheless, we stress that this conclusion
should be treated with caution, as it implicitly assumes that the ra-
diative transfer effects are negligible.
6 Compared to McLinden et al. (2013), our measurements for z(C15) are
consistent but our z(C11) are slightly different. This may be due to: (1) the
asymmetric nature of the [O III] profile of C11; (2) the misalignment be-
tween the MOSFIRE slit and the galaxy continuum emission.
7 Our experiments show that these choices maximize the inclusion of real
signal without introducing spurious detections.
Most Lyα profiles in the northern region are considerably
asymmetric and consist of a ‘main peak’ and a ‘red bump’ (see
spectrum 1 in Figure 5 as an example). Moreover, the main peak
is redshifted towards the eastern region, and blueshifted towards the
west. The largest vLyα can be up to ∼ 500 km s−1, which explains
the evident east-west vLyα gradient in Figure 4. This shear in vLyα
appears to be perpendicular to the major axis of C15, which is con-
sistent with the suggestion by Weijmans et al. (2010) that outflow
or rotation is indicated.
As for σLyα, its largest value (∼ 400 km s−1) is located slightly
north-east of C15, beyond which σLyα gradually decreases moving
away from C15. In general, the σLyα values in the northern region
are much larger than the global σ[O III]. This is unexpected if one
were to assume that both Lyα and [O III] photons are emitted by the
same sources, unless the kinematics of Lyα have been altered by
radiative transfer effects. We attempt to explain the broadening of
Lyα in Section 4.
3.3.2 Southern Region
Multiple discrete continuum sources have been identified within
the southern portion of LAB1, including the LBG C11, three
ALMA submm sources, and several very faint objects with spec-
troscopic confirmation (K1, c1, c2 and c3). We first use a large
aperture to measure the global properties of LBG C11. The LSF-
corrected global line widths of Lyα and [O III] of C11 are 178 and
78 km s−1. The global velocity offset between Lyα and [O III] is
∆vLyα = +175 km s−1 (i.e., redshifted with respect to systemic), and
−197 km s−1 between the Si II 1526 absorption line (from LRIS ob-
servations) and Lyα. Similar velocity offsets between Lyα and in-
terstellar absorption features are commonly observed in ‘down the
barrel’ spectra of LBGs, and are generally interpreted as signatures
of outflow (Steidel et al. 2010). However, they are inconsistent with
the non-detection of s significant offset between Lyα and [O III] by
McLinden et al. (2011). This may be due to the high asymmetry of
the [O III] profile of C11.
Most Lyα profiles from spatial locations near C11 exhibit dou-
ble peaks – a red dominant peak + a blue ‘bump’ (see spectrum
10 in Figure 5 as an example). The position of the red dominant
peak tends to move towards more blueshifted velocities along the
northwest-southeast direction. The largest vLyα is ∼ 300 km s−1,
which gives rise to the vLyα northwest-southeast gradient in Fig-
ure 4. This shear in vLyα appears to be parallel to the major axis of
C11, consistent with Weijmans et al. (2010).
As for σLyα, its largest value (∼ 500 km s−1) is located in the
southwest corner, while the majority of the spectra around C11 have
MNRAS 000, 1–14 (0000)
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Figure 4. The first (vLyα) and second (σLyα) moment maps of LAB1. The two major Lyα emitting regions have been delineated by rectangular boxes (dashed
white lines), and their zooming-in views are shown in the right panels. For the northern region, the colorbar limits have been adjusted accordingly to account
for the smaller value range. The positions of the identified continuum sources are indicated by circles with labels. The Lyα SB isophotes (solid white lines)
with levels of SBLyα = [120, 80, 40, 15, 4]×10−19 erg s−1 cm−2 arcsec−2 have also been overlaid onto each image for visual reference.
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a rather homogeneous σLyα∼ 400 km s−1. Again, these values are
much larger than σ[O III].
The Lyα profiles near the ALMA sources are more complex
– most of them are very broad, highly asymmetric, and have multi-
ple peaks. Some of the profiles (e.g., the northeast corner) are even
dominated by a ‘blue peak’, as shown in spectrum 4 in Figure 5.
On the vLyα map, there is an alternate pattern of positive and
negative vLyα from the east to the west. Yet again, we see a similar
coherent velocity structure that coincides with the high SB ‘tadpole’
structure (see Section 3.1). This structure is also seen on the σLyα
map, but with a slightly different trend – starting from the south, first
going towards northeast, and then turning northwest. The largest
σLyα values (∼ 500 km s−1) still overlap with ALMA-a, which in-
dicates that the ALMA source may be responsible for the Lyα line
broadening (e.g., via starburst-driven outflows).
4 RADIATIVE TRANSFER MODELING USING THE
MULTIPHASE CLUMPY MODEL
4.1 Methodology
Although the moment map analysis above provides a cursory
overview of the apparent gas velocity field, it is purely phenomeno-
logical and could even be misleading, in the sense that if radiative
transfer effects dominate, the observed vLyα would not necessarily
be linked directly to the local gas kinematics. To gain more physical
insight and to account for the possibly important radiative transfer
effects, we generated a series of model spectra using MCRT and fit
them to the observed Lyα spectra at different positions in LAB1.
Our first attempt was to fit the Lyα profiles using the widely
used ‘shell model’ (Verhamme et al. 2006; Dijkstra et al. 2006b).
However, as most line profiles are fairly broad and multi-peaked
with significant flux close to line center, the fits either fail to re-
produce the major features or have inexplicably large intrinsic line
widths (see e.g., Orlitová et al. 2018). Therefore, we adopt a more
sophisticated and physically realistic multiphase ‘clumpy model’
instead. As described in Gronke et al. (2016), the geometric setup
of this ‘clumpy model’ is a number of spherical H I clumps mov-
ing within a hot (T ∼ 105−7 K), ionized inter-clump medium (ICM)
(see also Laursen et al. 2013). This model predicts the Lyα spectra
produced by a central Lyα emitting source, accounting for the scat-
tering by H I (both in the clumps and the ICM)8. It has 14 param-
eters in total (see the detailed formulation in Gronke et al. 2016),
among which the most important ones are the cloud covering fac-
tor ( fcl) that describes the mean number of clumps per line-of-sight
from the center to the boundary of the simulation sphere, the H I
number density in the ICM (nHI, ICM), and kinematic parameters of
the clumps and ICM. Specifically, the clump motion is assumed to
be a superposition of an isotropic Gaussian random motion (char-
acterized by σcl, the velocity dispersion of the clumps) and a radial
uniform outflow with a constant velocity vcl. In addition, we con-
sider an outflow velocity of the low density H I in the ICM, vICM,
and a post-processed parameter, the velocity shift with respect to z
= 3.1000, ∆v. This ∆v parameter represents the best-fit systemic
redshift of the Lyα source function relative to z = 3.1000 (the initial
guess for the systemic redshift).
Note that Lyα radiative transfer in such a multiphase medium
exhibits two characteristic regimes defined by the values of fcl. If
fcl is (much) greater than a critical value fcl,crit (which is a function
of other model parameters, such as the kinematics and H I column
density of the clumps), the photons would escape as if the medium
8 As we will show below, the scattering process washes out the information
about the Lyα emitting source, i.e., the initial spatial or spectral shape of the
source does not significantly affect the emergent spectra.
is homogeneous and the emergent spectra are similar to the ones
predicted by the aforementioned ‘shell model’ (Gronke et al. 2017).
Otherwise, for fewer clumps per line-of-sight, the photons preferen-
tially travel in the ionized ICM and escape closer to the line center
of Lyα. As most of our observed Lyα spectra have considerable
flux near the line center, we expect fcl . fcl,crit in our cases, and will
focus on that regime9.
Based on these considerations, we further construct a five-
dimensional hypercubic grid by varying five crucial physical
parameters: [lognHI, ICM,FV,σcl,vcl,vICM]10. The prior ranges of
lognHI, ICM (cm−3), FV and [σcl,vcl,vICM] (km s−1) are [–8, –6], [0.1,
0.6] and [0, 800] (with spacings of 0.4, 0.1 and 100), respectively.
We fix the subdominant parameters, such as the ICM temperature
TICM to 106 K, and the clump column density to 1017 cm−2 in order
to reduce the dimensionality of the parameter space.
Such a configuration amounts to 26244 models in total. Each
model is calculated via radiative transfer using 10000 Lyα photon
packages generated from a Gaussian intrinsic spectrum N(0, σ2cl),
where σcl = 12.85 km s−1 is the canonical thermal velocity disper-
sion of T = 104 K gas11. The sixth parameter, ∆v, is varied con-
tinuously in post-processing. To properly explore the multimodal
posterior of the parameters, we further use a python nested sam-
pling package dynesty (Skilling 2004, 2006; Speagle 2020) to fit
the Lyα spectra.
To demonstrate the feasibility of this fitting routine using
clumpy models, we selected eleven representative Lyα spectra from
the high SB regions, as shown in Figure 5. All of the spectra pre-
sented have been smoothed spatially by a 3 pixel × 3 pixel box-
car and were extracted by using an R = 3 pixel (0.9′′) aperture. For
each spectrum, we used 1500 live points (the initial randomly drawn
samples from the prior) to calculate a set of clumpy models via lin-
ear flux interpolation on the grid and convolved with the KCWI LSF
before comparing them to the observed Lyα profiles. The best-fit
spectra are also shown in Figure 5.
4.2 Results
In Figure 5, one can see that most of the model fits match the ob-
servations reasonably well. The values of the fitted parameters are
presented in Table 4, and the derived joint and marginal posterior
probability distributions are presented in Appendix B. We find that
different parameters affect the model spectra in different ways –
nHI, ICM determines the overall shape of the spectrum and the depth
of the intensity minimum near the systemic velocity (the ‘trough’);
FV and vcl determine the shapes and strengths of the peak(s); σcl de-
termines the width of the spectrum; vICM determines the location of
the main peak and the trough; ∆v shifts the spectrum in the velocity
dimension. In Figure 6, we illustrate the impact of each parame-
ter on the emergent model spectrum. Each parameter was varied
individually while others were kept fixed to the best-fit parameter
values.
Specifically, spectra 1 and 2 (near the LBG C15) are clearly
single-peaked, although spectrum 1 has a subdominant red bump.
Interestingly, although spectrum 1 appears to be broader and has a
larger σLyα on the moment map, it actually requires a smaller σcl
(∼ 150 km s−1) than spectrum 2. The fit of spectrum 1 has a very
9 Note that the model spectra are sensitive to∼ fcl/ fcl,crit but not to certain
individual model parameters, such as the H I column density or the shape of
the clumps (Hansen & Oh 2006).
10 For convenience we vary FV rather than fcl when generating clumps,
but they are directly related via fcl = 3rgal/4rcl FV, where rgal = 5 kpc is the
radius of the simulation sphere and rcl = 50 pc is the clump radius (hence fcl
= 75FV in our case).
11 Note that we did not employ the commonly used ‘core-skipping’ tech-
nique, as it may cause artifacts in a multiphase medium.
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Figure 5. Eleven representative continuum-subtracted, spatially-resolved Lyα profiles from the high SB regions in LAB1. All the spectra have been smoothed
by a 3 pixel × 3 pixel boxcar (0.9′′) spatially and Gaussian smoothed (σ = 0.5 Å) in the wavelength dimension. The multiphase clumpy model best-fits (red,
with orange 1-σ Poisson errors) and the observed Lyα profiles (black, with grey 1-σ error bars) have both been normalized. The observed Lyα spectra have
also been shifted by –∆v to their local systemic redshifts. For each subpanel, the x-axis is the velocity (in km s−1) with respect to the local systemic redshift,
and the y-axis is the normalized line flux. The spectrum number of each spectrum has been marked on the SB map (the right panel). For visual reference, the
horizontal and vertical black dashed lines in each subpanel indicate zero flux level and zero velocity with respect to the local systemic redshift, respectively.
Table 4. Fitted parameters of the multiphase clumpy model and derived quantities.
Fitted Parameters Derived Parameters Moments
No. RA (J2000) Dec (J2000) lognHI, ICM FV σcl vcl vICM ∆v fcl/ fcl,crit logτ0,ICM vLyα σLyα
(cm−3) (km s−1) (km s−1) (km s−1) (km s−1) (km s−1) (km s−1)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13)
1 22:17:26.214 +00:12:54.85 –7.13+0.10−0.13 0.37
+0.15
−0.16 131
+167
−94 773
+26
−159 8
+19
−7 –195
+34
−49 12.8
+17.2
−10.2 0.1
+0.1
−0.1 -98.2 373.9
2 22:17:26.214 +00:12:53.05 –6.47+0.40−0.80 0.37
+0.22
−0.25 242
+112
−104 497
+217
−203 444
+131
−60 –268
+60
−88 0.8
+1.8
−0.7 −4.3
+1.0
−0.8 -54.2 324.2
3 22:17:26.294 +00:12:46.75 –7.01+0.88−0.88 0.32
+0.26
−0.21 111
+263
−102 392
+385
−259 348
+156
−96 43
+92
−129 0.1
+6.9
−0.1 −2.8
+1.5
−2.8 193.4 254.1
4 22:17:26.054 +00:12:41.65 –6.15+0.14−0.31 0.18
+0.25
−0.07 705
+91
−392 689
+108
−494 653
+123
−62 –200
+48
−90 0.7
+0.7
−0.6 −4.9
+0.2
−0.3 20.6 339.2
5 22:17:25.954 +00:12:40.45 –6.94+0.09−0.57 0.23
+0.09
−0.03 534
+53
−91 474
+205
−463 7
+58
−7 –69
+139
−27 2.0
+1.4
−0.4 0.3
+0.1
−0.7 81.5 435.2
6 22:17:25.874 +00:12:38.05 –6.90+0.10−0.26 0.18
+0.04
−0.02 455
+48
−47 208
+234
−196 48
+46
−28 –66
+58
−32 1.8
+0.5
−0.3 0.3
+0.1
−0.4 6.2 394.9
7 22:17:25.954 +00:12:38.05 –7.02+0.14−0.90 0.29
+0.19
−0.06 437
+48
−41 376
+127
−188 16
+391
−15 –100
+53
−44 3.0
+1.6
−0.8 0.2
+0.1
−5.1 46.3 402.5
8 22:17:26.034 +00:12:37.15 –7.90+0.53−0.10 0.51
+0.04
−0.05 498
+77
−39 228
+98
−76 435
+138
−112 –162
+61
−65 4.3
+0.5
−0.8 −5.5
+2.2
−1.0 14.6 448.8
9 22:17:26.034 +00:12:35.95 –7.83+0.72−0.16 0.56
+0.03
−0.07 475
+47
−31 276
+68
−123 425
+108
−108 –181
+89
−62 4.6
+0.5
−0.6 −5.3
+2.5
−1.1 54.3 452.9
10 22:17:25.694 +00:12:34.45 –7.49+0.33−0.48 0.28
+0.15
−0.11 353
+110
−32 270
+75
−246 302
+91
−70 –135
+109
−73 2.8
+1.1
−1.0 −2.6
+1.1
−2.0 -19.6 377.1
11 22:17:25.634 +00:12:34.75 –7.32+0.41−0.64 0.19
+0.33
−0.05 453
+95
−111 268
+309
−256 151
+260
−95 –9
+69
−180 1.9
+2.6
−0.7 −0.7
+0.9
−4.3 44.7 378.4
Notes. Fitted parameters (averages and 2.5% – 97.5% quantiles, i.e., 2-σ confidence intervals) of the multiphase clumpy model, derived quantities and
spectral moments. The columns are: (1) the spectrum number (as marked in Figure 5); (2) the right ascension of the center of the extracted region; (3) the
declination of the center of the extracted region; (4) the H I number density in the ICM; (5) the cloud volume filling factor; (6) the velocity dispersion of the
clumps; (7) the radial outflow velocity of the clumps; (8) the H I outflow velocity in the ICM; (9) the velocity shift relative to z = 3.1000 (a negative/positive
value means that the model spectrum has been blue/redshifted to match the data); (10) the clump covering fraction (defined as the number of clumps per
line-of-sight) normalized by the critical clump covering fraction. In our case fcl = 75FV. The critical clump covering fraction, fcl,crit, determines different
physical regimes and is calculated via Eq. (A3) (see Appendix A for a detailed derivation); (11) the optical depth at the Lyα line center of the H I in the
ICM; (12) the first moment of the center of the extracted region; (13) the second moment of the center of the extracted region (corrected for KCWI LSF).
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Figure 6. The effects of each individual physical parameter in [nHI, ICM,FV,σcl,vcl,vICM,∆v] (taking spectrum 10 as an example). From the top left to the
bottom right panel, one parameter is varied at a time (as shown in lines and labeled with different colors) and others are fixed (to the best-fit parameter values
of spectrum 10, see Table 4). The red line in each panel represents the best-fit model of spectrum 10. The x-axis is the velocity (in km s−1) with respect to the
local systemic redshift of spectrum 10, and the y-axis is the normalized line flux. It can be seen that different parameters affect the model spectra in different
ways – nHI, ICM determines the overall shape and the trough depth of the spectrum; FV and vcl determine the shapes and strengths of the peak(s); σcl determines
the width of the spectrum; vICM determines the location of the main peak and the trough; ∆v shifts the spectrum in the velocity dimension.
large vcl (∼ 800 km s−1) and a negligible vICM, whereas the fit of
spectrum 2 has comparable vcl and vICM (both ∼ 500 km s−1). This
is due to the fact that multiphase outflows increase the asymmetry as
well as the width of the spectra, and this degeneracy is not captured
by the moment analysis. In particular, for spectrum 1, the optical
depth at the Lyα line center τ0,ICM ∼ 1, so the Lyα photons likely
interact with the ICM prior to the clumps (as opposed to spectrum
2 where τ0,ICM 1). This implies that photons can then scatter ap-
proximately orthogonally off the clumps (see Appendix A), which
yields an additional broadening of the spectrum that is larger than
σcl. The derived ∆v (∼ –200 km s−1) is also consistent with the C15
systemic redshift (z = 3.0975) measured from [O III]. Also note that
although spectrum 1 exhibits a blue dominant peak and a smaller red
‘hump’ (which is commonly interpreted as a signature of inflows),
our outflow model has successfully reproduced the observed line
profile.
Spectrum 3 has a fairly narrow main peak, which yields the
lowest σcl (∼ 100 km s−1) of all eleven sampled spectra. The fit
has comparable vcl and vICM (both ∼ 350 km s−1) and a small ∆v
(∼ 50 km s−1). It also has some dubious emission on the far blue
side, which is not captured by the clumpy models. Increasing σcl
in order to include both the red and blue peaks could potentially
provide a better fit but would lack physical motivation.
Spectra 4 and 5 (the tail of the tadpole) both possess two com-
parable peaks and a trough in the middle. The best-fit of the for-
mer is single-peaked, while the latter is double-peaked and cap-
tured the trough. Both fits have very large σcl (> 500 km s−1) to ac-
count for the line widths. The fit of spectrum 4 has comparably large
vcl and vICM (both ∼ 700 km s−1), whereas spectrum 5 has a vcl of
∼ 500 km s−1 and a negligible vICM.
Spectra 6 and 7 (the body of the tadpole) are both multi-
peaked and dominated by a red peak. The best-fits both have
σcl ∼ 450 km s−1. They have moderate vcl (∼ 200 and 400 km s−1,
respectively) and small vICM < 50 km s−1 (dictated by the location
of the absorption features).
Spectra 8 and 9 (the head of the tadpole, near ALMA-
a) are both very broad (σcl ∼ 500 km s−1) and red-dominant
double-peaked with a deep trough between two peaks. They both
have high FV (∼ 0.5) and moderate vcl (∼ 250 km s−1) and vICM
(∼ 400 km s−1).
Spectra 10 and 11 (near the LBG C11) are also red-dominant
double-peaked, although with slightly narrower line widths (σcl
∼ 400 km s−1). Compared with spectra 8 and 9, they have
lower FV (< 0.3), comparable vcl (∼ 250 km s−1) and lower vICM
(< 300 km s−1). The derived ∆v of spectrum 10 (∼ –150 km s−1) is
also consistent with the C11 systemic redshift (z = 3.0980) mea-
sured from [O III]. Notably, the prominent double peak profiles
in this region require a considerable outflow velocity for both the
clumps and the ICM. This strongly suggests the presence of out-
flows, which is consistent with the indication of the large global
velocity offsets between Lyα, [O III] and Si II.
It is noteworthy that although the observed vLyα is fairly small
in many positions (e.g., spectra 4 – 9), large σcl, vcl and and non-
zero vICM are still preferred by the broad, asymmetric Lyα profiles.
This concerns us that the first moment does not fully capture the
gas kinematic information encoded in the Lyα profiles. Second mo-
ments may be helpful in quantifying the line widths, whose possi-
ble physical interpretation is the random velocity dispersion of H I
clumps. Furthermore, the outflow velocity (parameterized as vcl and
vICM in the model) may be difficult to determine directly from the
observed spectra (especially for complex Lyα profiles), but might
be retrieved using realistic radiative transfer modeling.
In addition, we note that both the average and the standard de-
viation of all the derived ∆v are fairly small (〈∆v〉 = –122 km s−1,
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σ(∆v) = 87 km s−1), despite the large outflow velocities indicated
by many of the Lyα profiles. This corresponds to an average sys-
temic redshift of LAB1, 〈zsys〉 = 3.0983 ± 0.0004.
We caution that the effect of Lyα absorption from the inter-
galactic medium (IGM) is not modeled in this work. It is expected
that at z∼ 3 this effect is in general non-negligible on the blue side
of the spectrum (Dijkstra et al. 2007; Laursen et al. 2011). However,
we do not expect the effect of the IGM to be significant here, as
it would cause sharp absorption troughs and yield multiple peaks,
which should be clearly visible given the widths of the observed
spectra (see Byrohl & Gronke 2020 for a discussion of this effect)
instead of simply attenuating the spectrum smoothly.
To recap, the main results of our analysis are:
(i) The observed Lyα spectra require relatively few clumps per
line-of-sight ( fcl . fcl,crit) as they have significant fluxes at the line
center. Therefore, they are very different from the spectra of most
Lyα emitting galaxies at essentially all redshifts (e.g., Steidel et al.
2010; Erb et al. 2014; Trainor et al. 2015; Yang et al. 2016, 2017;
Gronke 2017; Orlitová et al. 2018), which can usually be repro-
duced by a uniform medium (e.g., the ‘shell model’) or by a multi-
phase medium with a large number H I clumps ( fcl fcl,crit).
(ii) The velocity dispersion of the scattering clumps yields a
broadening of the spectra from the intrinsic line width σi ∼
13 km s−1 to  100 km s−1 as observed. This is possible when
fcl ∼ α fcl,crit with α ∼ a few12. Such a process may be crucial in
galaxies where the observed Lyα line is always broader, usually by
at least a factor of two, than the corresponding non-resonant lines
such as [O III], Hα or Hβ (e.g., Orlitová et al. 2018).
(iii) While the widths of the spectra are set primarily by the ve-
locity dispersion of the clumps, i.e., σLyα ∼ σcl, we found that the
clump bulk outflow can also cause additional broadening, as seen in
spectrum 1. In this case, one might naively assume that the photons
do not interact with the clumps due to their large velocity offsets
(vcl  σcl). However, if τ0,ICM & 1, the photons may first interact
with the ICM, which significantly reduces the parallel component
of vcl (vcl,‖) appearing to the photons, and hence greatly increases
the optical depth. This result suggests that we may have interpreted
our model too naively (e.g., using single-scattering approximation),
especially considering that the kinematics of our model are clearly
simplistic and not strictly hydrodynamically stable (we usually ex-
pect vcl ∼ vICM, i.e., the clouds are entrained by the local flow,
see e.g., Klein et al. 1994; Li et al. 2020)13. Moreover, although
we found that significant outflow velocities (& 100 km s−1) are re-
quired to reproduce the observed spectra, the exact values may still
be subject to considerable uncertainties, due to the internal degen-
eracies and the presumably more complicated kinematics in reality
(e.g., Steidel et al. 2010 show that gas outflows even within the same
galaxy have a range of velocities that goes from 0 to 800 km s−1
with varying effective optical depths).
(iv) In our best-fit spectra, the H I in the ICM is responsible for
the absorption feature close to the line center (cf. spectrum 5 or 6).
However, several tentative absorption features can be present in a
single spectrum (e.g., spectra 5, 6, 7 and 9), and they are not cap-
tured simultaneously by our model. These multiple features might
be caused by the H I in the outer CGM / IGM, where the probability
of back-scattering into the line-of-sight is negligible.
In summary, the multiphase clumpy model is versatile enough
to reproduce the diverse Lyα morphologies observed. The fitting
12 Note that the scattering off the surface of the clumps broadens the spec-
trum as long as σcl > σi (and fcl ∼ fcl,crit). Hence, the emergent spectra are
insensitive to the exact value of σi.
13 We do see vcl ∼ vICM in our fits of spectra 3, 4, 5, 10 and 11.
results are still, not surprisingly, model dependent – different as-
sumptions on the geometry and moving pattern of the H I gas may
yield different results. Nonetheless, our analysis is a first attempt to
model the spatially-resolved Lyα profiles in LAB1 with more phys-
ically realistic clumpy models. It provides us with insights on the
gas kinematics and will serve as the foundation of more advanced
radiative transfer modeling in the future. One promising future di-
rection is to use more elaborate clump velocity profiles (e.g., con-
sistent with absorption line observations) which can alter fcl,crit (cf.
Appendix A). We will explore such new physical regimes in our
future work.
5 CONCLUSIONS
We have carried out deep spectroscopic observations of SSA22-
LAB1 at z = 3.1 using KCWI and MOSFIRE. The main conclusions
of our analysis are:
(i) By applying matched filtering to the KCWI datacube, we
have created a narrow-band Lyα image of LAB1. The most promi-
nent feature is a tadpole-shaped structure, whose ‘head’ overlaps
with one of the ALMA sources yet whose ‘tail’ does not associate
with any identified sources;
(ii) By comparing the spatial distributions and intensities of Lyα
and Hβ, we find that recombination of photo-ionized H I gas fol-
lowed by resonant scattering is sufficient to explain all the observed
Lyα/Hβ ratios, which are inconsistent with predictions from the
collisional excitation scenario;
(iii) Using both moment map analysis and MCRT modeling, we
have managed to extract physical information from the spatially-
resolved Lyα profiles. We find that moment maps can be used as a
crude indicator of the H I gas kinematics, but realistic MCRT mod-
eling needs to be invoked to extract detailed kinematic information
and make physical interpretations. By fitting a set of multiphase,
‘clumpy’ models to the observed Lyα profiles, we are able to rea-
sonably constrain many physical parameters, namely the H I num-
ber density in the ICM, the cloud volume filling factor, the random
velocity and outflow velocity of the clumps, the H I outflow velocity
of the ICM and the local systemic redshift. Our model has success-
fully reproduced the diverse Lyα morphologies at different loca-
tions, and the main results are: (1) The observed Lyα spectra require
relatively few clumps per line-of-sight ( fcl . fcl,crit) as they have
significant fluxes at the line center; (2) The velocity dispersion of
the scattering clumps yields a significant broadening of the spectra
as observed; (3) The clump bulk outflow can also cause additional
broadening if τ0,ICM & 1. In that case, the photons may first interact
with the ICM, which significantly reduces the parallel component of
clump outflow velocity appearing to the photons, and hence greatly
increases the optical depth of the clumps; (4) The H I in the ICM is
responsible for the absorption feature close to the Lyα line center.
We caution that there are still a number of caveats to this study.
For example, our MCRT modeling is inherently model dependent,
in particular on the specific assumptions about the kinematics of the
cold clumps. A combination of results from hydrodynamical sim-
ulations and additional observations (e.g., absorption line studies)
may help constrain the actual gas kinematics better. We intend to
explore these possibilities in our future work.
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APPENDIX A: DERIVATION OF THE CRITICAL CLUMP
COVERING FRACTION
Here we analytically derive the critical clump covering fraction,
fcl,crit, for a multiphase medium whose kinematics have been de-
fined earlier in this work, i.e., H I clumps with a constant outflow ve-
locity vcl and a velocity dispersion σcl, and an inter-clump medium
(ICM) with a constant outflow velocity vICM. The optical depth of
the H I in the ICM at the Lyα intrinsic frequency is approximated
as τ0,ICM, i.e., the optical depth at the line center14.
The large widths of the observed spectra imply that photons
escape in a single long flight – after they have been scattered off the
surface of a fast moving clump (Gronke et al. 2017). It follows that
fcl,crit is given by the condition that on average one clump interacts
with a photon at its intrinsic frequency.
The width in velocity space of each clump, v˜, is determined
by:
τcl(±v˜/2) = 43NHI,clσHI(±v˜/2) = 1 (A1)
where τcl is the optical depth of the clump, NHI,cl is the H I col-
umn density of the clump, and σHI is the Lyα cross section of the
clump. The factor 4/3 is simply due to the spherical geometry of
the clump. Using the core approximation of the Lyα cross section
(σcl(v) ∝ exp(−v2/v2th)), the solution to Eq. (A1) can be explicitly
14 Technically speaking, the optical depth of the H I in the ICM is expressed
as
∫
dv fi(v)τICM(v) where fi(v) is the normalized intrinsic spectrum as a
function of velocity. As our intrinsic spectrum is very narrow, this approxi-
mation holds.
written as v˜ = 2vth
√
lnτ0,cl, where τ0,cl ≡ τcl(v = 0), and vth is the
thermal velocity dispersion of H I within the clumps. For the H I
column density and temperature of the clumps used in this work,
v˜' 78 km s−1.
Under the assumption that all photons are injected at the Lyα
line center (which is a reasonable approximation for our setup since
the width of the intrinsic spectrum σi σcl), the average number of
clumps per line-of-sight that intersect with v = 0 in velocity space
is:
f˜cl = fcl
v˜∫
−v˜
N (v,µ= vcl,‖,σ = σcl)dv (A2)
where N denotes the normal distribution assumed for the velocity
distribution of the clumps15. Here vcl,‖ is a component of vcl that is
parallel to the trajectories of photons. The reason for considering
vcl,‖ rather than vcl is explained below.
Given the considerations above, demanding f˜cl = 1 yields the
critical number of clumps per line-of-sight (i.e., the clump covering
fraction):
fcl,crit =
2
erf
(
−vcl,‖+vth
√
lnτ0,cl√
2σcl
)
+ erf
(
vcl,‖+vth
√
lnτ0,cl√
2σcl
) . (A3)
where erf(x) is the Gauss error function.
Note that this equation is a generalization of equation (12) in
Gronke et al. (2017), where the radial velocity distribution of the
clumps is approximated as a tophat profile. It converges to that
equation when vcl,‖ σcl. For vcl,‖ σcl, this equation yields very
large values of fcl,crit.
Here we discuss vcl,‖ for two different cases: (1) If τ0,ICM 1,
initially the photons do not interact with the ICM. Therefore, vcl,‖ ≈
vcl; (2) If τ0,ICM ∼ 1 (up to a few), the photons can interact with
the ICM prior to the clumps, and thus are likely to scatter orthog-
onally to the clump bulk outflow. Therefore, vcl,‖ ≈ 0 (with details
depending on the exact value of τ0,ICM and the clump distribution).
We do not consider τ0,ICM 1 cases, where the multiphase, clumpy
medium converges to a homogeneous medium that would fail to re-
produce the observed spectra presented in this work (cf. discussion
in §4).
APPENDIX B: POSTERIOR PROBABILITY
DISTRIBUTIONS DERIVED FROM NESTED SAMPLING
Here we present the joint and marginal posterior probability distri-
butions of the multiphase clumpy model parameters for all eleven
representative Lyα spectra derived from nested sampling. For each
spectrum, we also show the best-fit, the observed Lyα profile and
five model spectrum samples from nested sampling.
This paper has been typeset from a TEX/LATEX file prepared by the author.
15 This choice is purely for practical purpose – in principle it can be re-
placed by any physically reasonable velocity distribution.
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Figure B1. Joint and marginal posterior probability distributions of the multiphase clumpy model parameters for all eleven representative Lyα spectra derived
from nested sampling. The vertical black dashed lines indicate the [2.5%, 50%, 97.5%] quantiles (i.e., 2-σ confidence intervals). The vertical red dashed lines
indicate the locations of the maximum posterior probability. The upper right panels show the best-fits (red, with orange 1-σ Poisson errors), the observed Lyα
profiles (black, with grey 1-σ error bars) and five model spectrum samples from nested sampling (blue) in the same way as Figure 5.
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